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FOREWORD 

Welcome to this Learning Resource for Dance Education. 

This Learning Resource was developed by experts from the National Commission for 

Culture and the Arts as a reference to aid you in developing rich, meaningful, and 

empowering learning in the creative fields. Every effort has been exerted to produce a Self-

Learning Learning Resource that incorporates the most fundamental elements and principles 

of each discipline, while providing a spiraled, scaffolded, and multi-sensory approach to 

allow you to explore your innate creativity while building discipline and rigor in your chosen 

discipline. 

Each lecture, activity, or reflection here is designed to be meaningful. Each one designed to 

build from the previous one, and each one with the objective of building up for the next skill 

or competence. We hope that you will find these activities challenging but empowering, and 

that your potential as a Filipino artist and Creative is further enhanced and inspired. 

These Learning Resources take into consideration the various limitations and challenges 

brought about by the current situation, and provides you with the flexibility to manage 

content and pace to your individual needs while maintaining standards for creativity, 

embodying 21st Century skills, and aspiring towards artistic excellence. Beyond compilations 

of dry information, these Learning Resources seek to develop Higher Order Thinking Skills 

of Analysis, Evaluation, and Creation. 

If you are planning to use this Resource as a facilitator or teacher, you are expected to guide 

and orient your learners in the proper and efficient use of this Learning Resource. Most, if 

not all activities, will entail exploration, investigation, and experimentation, as such it is 

imperative that you, as the facilitator, establish the guidelines which will allow your students 

to be creative but within responsible, safe, and academically-sound limits. Your guidance 

and mentorship is expected and encouraged throughout the learning process. 

We look forward to your journey as an artist, MABUHAY! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
In the world of performing arts, especially in the field of staging or mounting dances, 

planning plays a very important role. Planning makes or breaks the whole production. It spells 
the success of the whole activity. There is more to planning than just making plans. It is a 
rigorous process of determining the goals of a certain production and designing ways and 
means in achieving them. Planning helps in laying down the whole blueprint of a certain 
production. This is the very reason why a dance teacher, production manager or artistic 
director should look into all the essential aspects of mounting a dance production and consider 
all the fundamental knowledge, skills and attitudes in order that the planning activity will 
eventually lead to a successful production. 

 
 Great dance leaders and managers consider planning as an equally essential 

aspect of production management. They adhere to the principle that “what” you show on stage 
is as important as “how” you show it. The what may refer to the artistically crafted or 
choreographed dances and the how may refer to how you can make these artistically crafted 
and choreographed performances look even more stunning by incorporating the right 
production elements. And in order that these elements work together harmoniously, there has 
to be a comprehensively sound preparation; a preparation that will determine which production 
factors should be considered to ensure success; and that preparation starts with planning. 

 
 For you to have an idea as to what is expected of you after finishing this learning 

resource material, here is a table indicating the content and performance standard to be 
achieved for this particular quarter: 

 

Quarter Content Standard Performance Standard 

2nd 

Quarter 

Develops understanding of 

conducting systematic rehearsal 

processes for a quality performance. 

Organizes appropriate production 

rehearsal for the dance production. 

 
 To be able to achieve these standards, you are expected to: 

 recognize the importance of effective planning in mounting a dance production; 

 formulate standards for production planning and design; 

 analyze the importance of planning the repertoire, production design, budget, 

production staff and rehearsal schedule; 

 identify the roles of production staff in the production; 

 determine rehearsal schedule. 

 
So if you are ready, we are definitely ready! Let’s Begin!!! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES 



 

What: 
*Title of the show/performance /occasion 
*Theme/concept 
*Repertoire 
*Purpose of the show/performance 

 

When: 
*Date of the show/performance 
*Duration/length of the show/performance 
*Days/month to be considered for preparation 
(trainings of performers, rehearsals, dress and 
technical rehearsals)  

 
How: 
*How the production will be prepared and staged considering the following: 
-Human Resources (performers, production crew, target audience, etc.) 
-Material Resources (design aspect, technical aspect) 
-Financial Resources (budget, production cost, sources of funds/support mechanism) 

Where: 
*Venue/location of the 
show/performance 
*Indoor or outdoor 
*Size of the performance 
area/space 

 

Who: 
*Performers 
*Production Team Members 
*Target Audience 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Just like in any other endeavor, planning is also essential in staging dance productions. 

Members of the production team with the leadership of the production manager should know 
what to do, where to go and how do it. The top management in a dance production should lay 
down a clear plan considering a goal to reach. The goal refers to an end in mind. According 
to Stephen Covey, “To begin with an end in mind means to start with a clear understanding of 
your destination. It means to know where you’re going so that you better understand where 
you are now and so that the steps you take are always in the right direction.” Laying down a 
clear goal with the production team will make it easier for the group to determine the processes 
involved in the planning stage. 

 
 Before we proceed any further with the discussion of the concept of planning, let’s first 
get to know what it is, its importance, its elements and principles. Planning is an essential 
aspect of management. An institution cannot function effectively and efficiently without 
planning. It should precede all other actions relative to achieving a certain goal set by the 
organization.  It means systematized pre-thinking for determining course of action to achieve 
desired result. Prior to any action to be undertaken before the conduct or mounting of a dance 
production, planning should be thoroughly and carefully thought of by all the persons involved 
in the production. 
 
  
 

 
Planning is important for the following reasons: 
 

1. Planning Provides Basis of Decision: 

  
In mounting a dance production, planning plays one of the most important roles that 

may help ensure its success. It helps the production team, with the leadership and 
management of the production manager, as to the who, what, where, when, and how aspects 
of the show. The following illustration   will help you more in understanding that planning plays 
a crucial role in decision-making: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TOPIC 1 

Dance Production and Planning 
 

Importance of Planning 
 



 

 Let’s say the objective of the production 

management is to showcase a 30-minute dance 

production for the delegates of the regional celebration 

of the National Arts Month featuring the dances of region 

as the host of the event. Said objective will most likely 

provide for the basis of determining not just the dances 

to be showcased, but it will also narrow the different 

concerns of the show focusing all resources on the target 

set by the production management.    

2. Planning Focuses Attention on Objectives: 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Planning Minimizes Uncertainty and Risk: 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
4. Planning Allows Adapting with Changes: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Planning Secures Economy: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 It is not the best dancers nor the finest of production 

managers who will make the greatest shows but the ones 

who are responsive to change and are able to adapt at any 

given circumstance. Circumstances change. So as our 

decisions. But it is your ability to adapt to changes that will 

define the success of a dance production. Thoroughly 

planning a production makes it possible for managers to 

foresee changes and with that, they can provide alternative 

ways to make necessary adjustments.  

 Planning helps spell the success of a dance 

production. It helps make sure that a show will run 

smoothly and successfully as it is presented because the 

uncertainties which lead to some production risks have 

already been minimized if not totally eliminated. If 

ever there concerns that may later arise in the course of 

the preparation stage of a planned dance production, 

they will be addressed because planning has made it 

possible to identify alternatives that may address such 

production concerns or risks. 

 Though we always want to have an extravagant 

and wonderful show, we have to see to it that resources 

are properly managed and utilized. Planning limits the 

possibility of overspending of resources.  It helps focus 
human, financial and material resources to what they 

are intended for, thereby leading to a cost efficient 

dance production.  



 

 
6. Planning Ensures Coordination and Collaboration: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. Planning Makes Control Effective: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8. Planning Increases Organizational Effectiveness: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Each member of the production team including 

the components of a dance production plays a distinct 

role that may make or break the whole show. Through 

careful planning, specific roles are laid down for every 

member of the production team to perform. If these 

roles are played well in coordination and collaboration 

with the rest of the production team, all efforts will 

definitely lead to the success of the whole production. 

 In planning for a production, specific 

roles and responsibilities are delegated to the 

members of team. Each role should be closely 

monitored so as to make sure that all efforts are 

leading to the success of the show or not. In the 

event that one or more members of the team are 

not performing well, corrections should be made 

to ensure unified and coherent team effort. 

 People support what they help create. If goals 

are clearly stated for every member of the production 

team to understand and individual effort is geared 

towards that goal with the least possible expenditure of 

human, material and financial resources, then success 

is inevitable. Planning makes it sure that all elements 

of the production are functioning well and that each is 

going to contribute to the organization’s goal. 



 

 
 
 

Aside from determining the goals and laying down necessary actions to achieve them 
in a dance production endeavor, planning also provides production managers with the 
opportunity to thresh out potential problems and possible solutions to them which will 
eventually help the organization to successfully reach the goals set. 
 

Planning ensures success in dance productions. In fact, the best dance productions 
ever mounted are those that have undergone careful planning. It is one of the most essential 
functions of management in the dance production process. Every member of the production 
management is required to take part in a systematic and orderly planning of the dance 
production’s course of action, if it is to lead the group to an undoubtedly astounding production. 
 
 
 
 
 In this activity, your understanding of the readings presented will be checked. This will 
allow you to make the necessary connections as how planning is relevant and essential in 
mounting dance productions. All you need to do is to explain, in the left column of the table 
provided, the different aspects in which planning is important in a dance production and on 
the right column, how each aspect is relevant in mounting dance productions. Separate sheet 
of paper may be used if answers need to be elaborated further. 
 

Aspects in which planning is important Relevance of each aspect to 
 dance production 

1. Planning provides basis of decision  

2. Planning focuses attention on objectives  

3. Planning minimizes uncertainty and risk  

4. Planning helps in adapting to change  

5. Planning secures economy  

6. Planning ensures coordination and collaboration  

7. Planning makes control effective  

8. Planning increases organizational effectiveness  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Activity 1: Explaining them in my own words 
 

Topic Reflection 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

1. Objectives: 
 

One of the most important elements of planning is objectives. All planning activities must 
have a set of objectives. Objectives are the goals towards which all efforts and dance 
production activities are directed to. The clearer the objectives, the more specific each action 
will be as the production management prepares its collaborative efforts in achieving them.  
 

2. Actions 
 

Planning lays down specific actions to be undertaken by a production team. A targeted 
goals of a management are solidified by specific courses of action individually carried out by 
each aspect of the management but in unity with the set goals. For example, if the 
organizational objective is to showcase a dance production featuring the folk dances of region 
2 in a welcome program as it hosts a national event, planning activity will specify the actions 
to be taken in order to achieve the stated objective. 
 

3. Resources 
 

Resources include human, monetary and material assets required for implementation of 
plans and programs. In a dance production, resources may refer to the performers, production 
staff, costumes, hand and set props, footwear, accessories, technical requirements, musical 
instruments including money and other related materials and equipment needs in the planning, 
preparation and actual conduct of a production. Sometimes time may also be considered as 
a resource when considering a show with short, moderate or long period of preparation. 
Sometimes in considering the needed resources during the course of the planning activity, 
budgeting comes to mind as one of the activities needed in determining the resources required 
in a show. 

 
4. Implementation 

 
Planning should take into consideration the implementation process of the management 

of a dance production. This includes procedures, programs, policies and strategies that may 
help guide each action towards the attainment of the objectives set. The manner in which each 
work has to be done is indicated by the procedures laid down. Procedures provides a step 

ELEMENTS 
OF 

PLANNING

Objectives

Actions

Resources

Implemen
-tation

Elements of Planning 
 

TOPIC 2 



 

by step courses of action and series of activities that lead to a certain goal. Programs are 
clearly defined plans of action followed in sequential order in accordance with the set goals. 
Policies provide rules in which thought and actions are guided. Strategies are ways forward 

in which goals are achieved effectively and efficiently with minimum required money time and 
effort. These 4 components are interrelated when it comes to planning for a dance production.  
For example, the policy specifies requiring a showcase of region 02 folk dances in a welcome 
show to delegates of a national event accompanied by live instrumentation; procedures may 
be to determine these dances that may compose the repertoire and the instrumentation each 
dance requires, to lay down a sequence of activities that will be needed to learn and master 
said dances including technical and dress rehearsals; programs include the casting of 
performers,  appointment of selected personnel to manage  these set definite steps and 
chronological sequence of activities considering given resources; strategies allows taking 
appropriate actions given a certain circumstance foreseen and unforeseen. 

 
 

 
 

Having knowledge on the elements of planning helps one in mounting a dance 
production. Knowing what to put together in a dance production is as important as knowing 
how to come up with one. That‘s  why as a practicing artist in the field of dance arts, reading 
about these elements and actually practicing how to stage or mount dance productions  will 
give you the opportunity to enhance your dance production management skills. 

 
 
 
 
 

 If you were the production manager or artistic director, how would you incorporate the 
elements discussed in your planning for a dance production? This activity will somehow bring 
out your ingenuity in planning for your own dance production. All you need to do is enumerate 
the four elements discussed and se each in the processes involved in your planning for your 
own dance production. You may use separate sheets of paper for a more thorough and 
comprehensive planning. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Objectives 

Actions 

Resources 

Implementation 

Planning Elements Processes involved in planning for your own dance production 

Activity 2: How will I use these elements in my planning? 
 

Topic Reflection 
 



 

 

 

Production Manager 

Artistic Director 

Choreographer 

Head Flyman Assistant Stage Manager Set/Décor Designer 

Lighting Designer Stage Manager Props Designer 

Dance Master Technical Director Costume Designer 

Wardrobe/Costume Manager Head of Properties Usher 

Front of House Manager Wardrobe/Costume Assistant 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 As we have discussed in the previous quarter, a production team is composed of a 
number of carefully selected individuals who will have the duties and responsibilities to take 
charge of each aspect of the whole show. This is very important to note for any member of the 
team including the performers to know whom to tell when a head dress goes missing and is 
urgently needed and whom to ask for a set of bamboo poles or sticks to be used in a dance. 
 
 Each member of a production team plays a set of uniquely different roles. As diverse 
as these roles may be, collaboration should always be taken into account when managing a 
show.  This is to ensure that all diversely irreplaceable roles to be directed towards a unified 
goal, and that is to ensure the success of the production. 
 

Let’s now focus our attention to the illustration below and have a recall of the different 
members of the production team: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The illustration has enumerated the ideal set of production team members as 
discussed in the previous module.  But in the actual school setting, sometimes the dance 
education teacher plays several roles in the production process. He or she may sometimes 
play the role of a production manager, artistic director and choreographer. He or she may also 
perform other roles like those of the costume, props and set props designer.  Be that as it may, 
having to know the different members of the production team along with their respective duties 
and responsibilities, gives one the necessary knowledge as who should compose a production 
team and how each of them should function in the organization.  To ensure the success of a 
dance production, it is imperative that a clear-cut boundary of responsibilities be laid down for 
each member to perform. 

The Production Team 
 

TOPIC 3 

Topic Reflection 
 



 

 
 
 

 Considering the above-illustrated organizational chart of a production team, explain in 
2 paragraphs the flow of command and work relationship including the duties and 
responsibilities of the indicated members of the production team. Present your work to your 
teacher. 
 
Rubric for Assessment: 
 

 1-5 6-10 11-15 

Content/Relevance Ideas and concepts 

presented are 

limited  and 

irrelevant to dance 

production 

planning. 

Ideas and concepts 

presented are just 

enough and 

somewhat relevant 

to dance production 

planning. 

Ideas and concepts 

presented are 

comprehensive and 

relevant to dance 

production planning. 

Creativity 

/Originality 

Ideas and concepts 

presented are not 

original, not creative 

and are just copied 

from the web. 

Ideas and concepts 

presented are 

partially original, 

somewhat creative 

and are not quite of 

fresh point of view. 

Ideas and concepts 

presented are 

original, creative and 

are of fresh point of 

view. 

Presentation Presentation of 

ideas and concepts 

is with many 

grammar, usage 

and other language-

related errors. 

Presentation of 

ideas and concepts 

is with minimal 

grammar, usage and 

other language-

related errors. 

Presentation of ideas 

and concepts is 

correct, logical and is 

free from grammar, 

usage and other 

language-related 

errors. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Activity 3: My Explanation of the Production Staff Organizational Chart 
 



 

 
  

 
To refresh your memory, here’s an activity for you to accomplish regarding the roles 

and responsibilities of the members of a production team. In Column A are the members of 
the production staff while in Column B are their shuffled roles and responsibilities. All you need 
is to find the specific role/responsibility of the production staff indicated in each number from 
Column A which is found in Column B. Write only the letter of the correct answer in the space 
before each number. 

# A. Production Staff B. Role/s and/or Duties  

1 Production Manager a. Researches on relevance of props to the 
production and  designs them 

2 Artistic Director b. Researches relevant stage designs and makes 
sure stage is relevant to the theme of the event or 
production 

3 Choreographer c. Oversees technical aspects of the production and 
writes technical rider 

4 Composer d. Cues, programs and creates lighting states that 
complement movements of dancers 

5 Dance Master e. Designs costumes and makes sure they are 
relevant to the production 

6 Costume Designer f. Teaches dances, conducts warm-ups, directs 
dance rehearsals 

7 Lighting Designer g. Composes music and sees to it that music matches 
the dance created 

8 Technical Director h. Coordinates with music director/composer with the 
kind of music to be used that matches the dance 
created 

9 Set/Décor Designer i. Directs dance productions and other artistic 
concerns 

10 Props Designer j. Oversees whole production 

11 Stage Manager k. Supervises wigs, headpieces/headdresses, make-
ups and how they are properly used by performers 

12 Assistant Stage Manager l. Assists the stage manager 

13 Front of House Manager m. Manages ushers and coordinates start of show to 
stage manager 

14 Head Flyman n. Supervises all costumes, shoes, hats and 
headdresses 

15 Head of Properties o. Assists the wardrobe manager and works 
backstage during the show 

16 Usher p. Takes tickets of audience upon entrance to the 
house/theater and leads them to their seats 

17 Wardrobe/Costume 

Manager 

q. Rigs and flies lights, props, sceneries 

18 Wardrobe/Costume 

Assistant 

r. Supervises all sets and props in the show and 
repairs damaged set/props ready for use 

19 Wig, Headpiece/Headdress,  

Make-Up Supervisor 

s. Makes sure everyone is in cue during technical 
rehearsal, dress rehearsal and actual show 

Activity 4: I Know My Team 



 

 
 
 

 To further facilitate your review of the duties and responsibilities of each of the 
members of the production staff, give at least 3 main functions of each of the members of the 
production team in the table below: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

# Production Staff Role/s and/or Duties 

1 Production Manager  

2 Artistic Director  

3 Choreographer  

4 Composer  

5 Dance Master  

6 Costume Designer  

7 Lighting Designer  

8 Technical Director  

9 Set/Décor Designer  

10 Props Designer  

11 Stage Manager  

12 Assistant Stage Manager  

13 Front of House Manager  

14 Head Flyman  

15 Head of Properties  

16 Usher  

17 Wardrobe/Costume Manager  

18 Wardrobe/Costume Assistant  

19 Wig, Headpiece/Headdress,  

Make-Up Supervisor 

 

Activity 5: Give Me 3 



 

 
 
 

 
 
 

If you are to recall the elements or components of a dance production, there 8 of them 
thoroughly discussed in the previous quarter. They are repertoire, dancers or performers, 
space or stage, audience, time. production design, technical requirements. Each of them is 
equally essential in mounting a great show. But in this lesson, you shall be focusing on 2 of 
the important components of dance production which are repertoire and production design. 
Focus first your attention to repertoire. 
 

Repertoire is the term used to refer to the set of dances to be performed on stage for 

a certain event or occasion. The dance teacher, production manager or artistic manager along 

with the rest of the production staff should know what dances are relevant to the occasion or 

event being celebrated.  To remind you of the things to consider in planning for your repertoire, 

the following factors should be taken into account: 

  

a. It must be appropriate to the purpose of the event; 

b. It must be made as productive, educational, informative, entertaining as possible; 

c. Dances should be arranged in such a way that there is balance of highs and lows, 

funny and serious, cute and skillful, etc; 

d. Dances must be arranged in such a way that there is no repetition of set and hand-

props;  

e. In mounting a production on folk dances, they have to be properly grouped in a 

way that dances belonging to a certain ethnolinguistic origin or cultural background, 

shall be considered; 

f. Dances should be arranged in a climactic order; 

g. Skill levels of dancers or performers should be taken into consideration. Easy 

dances should be assigned to developing and proficient dancers while difficult 

dances should be assigned to the more advanced and skillful ones. Never include 

dances that are beyond the capacity of your dancers to perform; and 

h. The heights and sexes of the dancers should be appropriate to the dances they 

are to perform. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Philippine folk dances cannot be created or choreographed. Choreography is the art 
or practice of designing a sequence of movements of physical bodies in which motion, form, 
or both are specified. The only task of the folk dance teacher is to teach the folk dance based 
on existing literature but not necessarily create, modify or replace the original movements as 
indicated in the dance literature created by the folk dance researcher. Ballet, on the other 
hand, though it has a specific set of fundamentals and steps and arm movements to be 
mastered, a choreographer in ballet can choreograph or create his or her own ballet piece 
considering the said fundamentals and basic steps and arm movements. 

 

Climactic Order 
 

In dance production, climactic order is the arrangement of dances or parts of the 
production in order of increasing importance or ascending order of difficulty or excitement. 

The principle of saving the best for last. Its opposite is anticlimactic. 

Planning for the Repertoire 
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If a dance teacher, be it in folk dance or ballet, wishes to add to the visual impact of a 
dance, elements of space may be incorporated.  These elements include floor pattern, 
direction, focus, dimension, balance, levels, mass and volume, contours and shapes. 

 
 
 
 
Floor Pattern 

 

 

Patterns created by the body as it moves through space. 

Examples of which include lines, letters, shapes or polygons and 

others which are non-geometric patterns. 

Direction The course or way in which movement is directed with reference to 

the frontal plane of the body. 

Examples of which include forward, backward, sideward, diagonally 

sideward and upward. 

Focus Point of attention by either the performer or the audience. 

It may be personal focus or general focus.  Personal focus is the 
point of attention by the performer while performing while general 
focus is the point of attention with which the performer wants the 
audience to draw their attention with. 
 

Range Range refers to the scope of movement and the level of energy 

used in its execution. Generally, a big space allows for big 

movements; a small one allows for small movements. But this 

depends of the required movements in folk dances. If big 

movements are prescribed in the literature, then they should be 

executed in that way. Or the other way around. 

Balance It may be static or dynamic in nature. Static balance is balance at 

rest while dynamic balance is balance in motion. Balance is 

sometimes related to the principle of dimension. Refers to how 

performers appear with reference to the audience’s view. The 

nearer the performer, the bigger he would appear; the farther the 

performer, the smaller he would appear.   

Dimension has something to do with perspective. 

Levels They are classified as low, middle and high with reference to lowest 

level as the basis of middle and high levels. 

Mass and Volume This is dictated by the number of bodies performing through space.  

There are dances or parts of the dance performance that require 

more dancers while some require less. 

Contours and 
Shapes 
 

 

Shapes and forms created by the body or bodies as they move 

through space. 

 



 

 
  
 

To even make the repertoire of dances be more relevant to the whole production, 
design aspects should also be planned carefully. As discussed in the previous quarter, design 
aspects or production design, as one of the elements of dance production, refers to the total 
look of the whole dance production in terms of costume, hand and set props, accessories, 
head gears/dresses, make-up and even music. All of which should be in context with the whole 
theme or concept of the production.  

 
In mounting folk dances, the artistic director should see to it that the costumes, props, 

accessories, head dress, footwear are culturally relevant to the dance/s in which they are 
being used. Costume and props designers should make necessary coordination with the 
artistic director and choreographer for them to know the cultural background of the dances to 
be mounted. A little research may be helpful for them to identify the authentic fabric, 
accessories and head dress/head piece; proper cut of costumes; right kind of footwear; and 
appropriate set props to establish the setting and mood of the production. In short, they should 
know whether a dance is from the Cordilleras, a Spanish-influenced folk dance, a countryside 
or rural dance, a tribal dance of the Visayas and Mindanao or a Muslim Dance. Knowing which 
of these five groups a folk dance falls, may help the production management, especially those 
assigned in the design aspects of the production, to plan for the proper and right kind of 
costume, accessories, head dress/head piece, footwear, props, set props, music to be used 
and even the digital backdrop in case LED screen is provided for the production. 
 
 
 
 
 For you to be an effective production manager, you have to carefully plan for your 
repertoire and your production design. Both of these aspects or elements of the production 
process should be in alignment with the overall theme or concept of the whole dance 
production. This will also give you the idea as to who should you cast in specific dances 
considering their level of skills, physical attributes and potentials. It will also help you delegate 
the responsibility of who should take charge of the props, costumes, set props and others. 
 

 
 
 
This activity will help you focus on building a repertoire of folk dances, staging each 

folk dance, conceptualize a dance production and ultimately run a stage production of folk 
dances. Below are links of the dance productions staged by the famous Folkloric Groups in 
the country. Carefully watch each of them and analyze the whole production in terms of: 

 

 Choice of dances; 

 how the dances were grouped; 

 how unique are the dances; 

 the sequence of the dances (climactic order); 

 how the elements of space were incorporated in the dances; 

 the skills of the dancers. 
 
Take down notes and remember to follow the guidelines in watching each of the 

presentations. 
 

1. https://youtu.be/m1tHJLETxfs; 
(PNU Kislap Sining Dance Troupe “Pagkawing”, Indak Plipinas 2019 DTR; 

Activity 6:  Evaluating Dance Productions (In terms of repertoire) 

 

Topic Reflection 
 

Design Aspects of the Whole Production (Production Design) 

https://youtu.be/m1tHJLETxfs


 

2. https://youtu.be/Oamch-aUO7o 
(Ramon Obusan Folkloric Group “Solotan” (Maranao Suite), Pasinaya 2014); 

3. https://youtu.be/VtcXc2XVkfY 
(Bayanihan 60th Year Anniversary Celebration (DTR), October 15, 2017, CCP) 

4. https://youtu.be/NsBJzNQtXkY 
(2020 SEA Games Opening Ceremony Part 2, Dec. 1, 2019- Ramon Obusan Folkloric 
Group, CEU Folk Dance Troupe, Lahing Kayumanggi Dance Troupe, TUP Kalinangan 
Dance Troupe) 

5. https://youtu.be/CRQiZH4lbvU 
(2020 SEA Games Opening Ceremony Part 1, Nov. 30, 2019-Ramon Obusan Folkloric 
Group, CEU Folk Dance Troupe, Lahing Kayumanggi Dance Troupe, TUP Kalinangan 
Dance Troupe) 

6. https://youtu.be/wFyo9zjG-mE 
(Rural/Finale Suite (DTR) Bayanihan Alumni Association, October 15, 2017, CCP) 

7. https://yotu.be/DMdS_PUcyqo 
(CEUFDT Indak Pilipinas 2019-Centro Escolar University Folk Dance Troupe) 

8. https://youtu.be/Ao4d-WWk16U 
(CIOFF Koronadal-Philippine Normal University-Kislap Sining Dance Troupe, Aug. 14, 
2015) 

9. https://youtu.be/sGwZU5dpDV4 
(UP Filipiniana Dance Troupe – CIOFF Koronadal, Pyesta Kolon Datal, Aug. 22, 2015) 

10. https://youtu.be/NT3Fj_4z_yU 
(CIOFF Koronadal Pyesta Kolon Datal-Philippine Barangay Folk Dance Troupe, Aug. 
16, 2015) 

 
Ballet/Contemporary Ballet: 
 

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6MhxXNm_oCY 
Philippine High School for the Arts (PHSA), Maquiling Ballet at Cultural Center of the 
Philippines 

2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X3CwLBWJgaA 
Center Stage 1 movie, The Way You Make Me Feel, Final Dance 

3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bfRM70hu2n4 
Shirley Halili-Cruz School of Ballet at RCBZ Plaza, 2006 

4. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2EbNwLbcTEs 

Ballet Manila and Liza Macuja-Elizalde Ballet Camp performance, Feb. 12, 2019 

5. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g6ksL-MDkjs 
Ballet Philippines: Swan Lake, May 17, 2017 

 
 
 
 
 
Considering the dance productions enumerated in the previous activity, you are tasked to 
evaluate each of them in terms of the following: 
 

 Cultural appropriateness of the cut of the costumes; 

 Unity of color in the costumes used; 

 Authenticity of the accessories, head piece/ head dress, foot wear used by the 
dancers; 

 Relevance of the props and set props used (digital backdrop in case there is 
any provided in the production); 

 Were the costumes, props, accessories, footwear used properly; and 

 Originality and authenticity of the music used. 

Activity 7:  Evaluating Dance Productions (In terms of Production Design) 

 

https://youtu.be/Oamch-aUO7o
https://youtu.be/VtcXc2XVkfY
https://youtu.be/NsBJzNQtXkY
https://youtu.be/CRQiZH4lbvU
https://youtu.be/wFyo9zjG-mE
https://yotu.be/DMdS_PUcyqo
https://youtu.be/Ao4d-WWk16U
https://youtu.be/sGwZU5dpDV4
https://youtu.be/NT3Fj_4z_yU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6MhxXNm_oCY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X3CwLBWJgaA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bfRM70hu2n4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2EbNwLbcTEs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g6ksL-MDkjs


 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 Now that you already have a better understanding on how to plan for your own dance 
production considering the elements and importance of planning, your production team and 
their respective duties and responsibilities, your repertoire and production design, you are now 
ready to schedule your performing group for rehearsals. But how important really is conducting 
rehearsals? Can dance troupes skip rehearsals and proceed immediately to staging their 
planned repertoire of dances in the whole show? The answer is a big “NO”.  
 
 A rehearsal is an activity in the production process that is conducted in preparation for 
a performance of a dance production. It is undertaken as a form of practicing the dances 
involved in the show to ensure that all details of the eventual performance are adequately 
prepared and coordinated. The term rehearsal typically refers to ensemble activities 
undertaken by group of people.  For example, when a pair of dancers is preparing for their 
solo part in a folk dance like Jota Manileňa or the whole group of Jota Manileňa dancers 
including the soloist prepare for their dance for a showcase of folk dances with western 
influence in a studio or dance room, this is called practice. But when the practice involves the 
other dances and performers with the accompaniment of live Rondalla music (if live music is 
to be used in the show) or with the technical rider that involves sound and light system, this is 
called rehearsal done in a rehearsal stage or actual performance stage. 
 
 The following are the different kinds of rehearsal done in preparation for a dance 
production: 

 DTR-Dress and Technical Rehearsal; 

 Preview or Critic Night; 

 Final Technical Rehearsal; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DTR-Dress and Technical Rehearsal 

 From the name of the rehearsal alone, we can easily determine what needs to be 

prepared and done in this kind of rehearsal.  The support of production design aspects and 

technical aspects of the whole production are emphasized but not to underrate the roles of 

the other components of the production process.  All components will work hand in hand 

in this rehearsal kind to see to it that all aspects of the preparation are already done ensuring 

a quality production.  This is done at least two days before the preview or critic night. The 

whole production management should see to it that all costumes, accessories, head 

piece/head dress, footwear, set and hand props, music, and technical requirements are ready 

and complete. 

Preview or Critic Night 

 A preview or critic night is a kind of rehearsal where the production management 

invites personalities who are experts in the field of performing arts or specifically in the 

field of dance production. A critic can be accredited journalists, artistic directors, 

choreographers or dance enthusiasts with notable reputation and expertise especially in the 

field of performing arts like music, dance, theater, and visual arts. A critic attends the 

rehearsal and writes his critique in which they analyze, contextualize and evaluate the 

production then make necessary feedbacks and recommendations if there are any. 
 

Determining Rehearsal Schedule 
 

TOPIC 4 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Take note that rehearsal and practice are two different things. Rehearsals are those 
that have been discussed above and that they are meant to prepare the whole elements of 
the production for the show. Practices are done in preparation for rehearsals. They will be 
discussed in detail in the next module for your guidance.  

 
During rehearsals, it is essential that an outside perspective or evaluator of the whole 

production be present during its conduct and that his or her feedbacks, comments, corrections 
and recommendations be considered for the improvement of the whole show. 
  
 
 
 
 Now that you know the different kinds of rehearsal, here is an activity for you.  You will 
be provided with the link on youtube of the DTR (Dress and Technical Rehearsal) and the 
actual performance of the world-renown Muslim (Maranao) dance Singkil, signature dance of 
the Bayanihan Philippine National Folk Dance Company, which they performed in the 
occasion of their 60th Anniversary on October 15, 2017 at the Cultural Center of the Philippines 
as part final dance in their Muslim Suite. Watch them both, critically, and spot the similarities/ 
differences of the DTR and actual performance in terms of: 
 

 use of elements of space; 

 costumes, accessories, set and hand props used; 

 technical aspects like sound and light system; 

 entrance and exit; 

 execution and overall performance of dancers and musicians. 
 

Here are the youtube links for the videos: 
 
Actual Production Day Performance 
SINGKIL-Bayanihan Alumni Association, October 15, 2017 
https://youtu.be/7d2LVHba_So 
 
 
DTR-Dress and Technical Rehearsal 
Muslim Suite (DTR)-Bayanihan Alumni Association, October 15, 2017 
https://youtu.be/i5HCP_mDzeY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Activity 8: Spot the similarities and differences 
 

Topic Reflection 
 

Final Technical Rehearsal 

 This is a kind of rehearsal that is meant to run the entire production technically 

without the performers. During this rehearsal, the technical team should check power 

supply to avoid technical trip-off. For areas with low power supply, generator set shall be 

prepared for back-up and thorough and close coordination with the chief technician and 

engineer for enough power to be provided for the entire production. 
 

https://youtu.be/7d2LVHba_So
https://youtu.be/i5HCP_mDzeY


 

 
 
 
 This time, to deepen your understanding about rehearsals, briefly answer the following 
processing questions:  
 

 How is practice and rehearsal the same? Different? 

 Why is DTR important? 

 Why is there a need for a Critic Night? 

 What are possible risks that can be encountered if Final Technical Rehearsals are not 
conducted? 

 Which among the 3 kinds of rehearsal is the most important? Why? 
 
Rubric for Assessment: 
 

 1-5 6-10 11-15 

Content/Relevance Ideas and concepts 

presented are 

limited  and 

irrelevant to dance 

production 

planning. 

Ideas and concepts 

presented are just 

enough and 

somewhat relevant 

to dance production 

planning. 

Ideas and concepts 

presented are 

comprehensive and 

relevant to dance 

production planning. 

Creativity 

/Originality 

Ideas and concepts 

presented are not 

original, not creative 

and are just copied 

from the web. 

Ideas and concepts 

presented are 

partially original, 

somewhat creative 

and are not quite of 

fresh point of view. 

Ideas and concepts 

presented are 

original, creative and 

are of fresh point of 

view. 

Presentation Presentation of 

ideas and concepts 

is with many 

grammar, usage 

and other language-

related errors. 

Presentation of 

ideas and concepts 

is with minimal 

grammar, usage and 

other language-

related errors. 

Presentation of ideas 

and concepts is 

correct, logical and is 

free from grammar, 

usage and other 

language-related 

errors. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Activity 9: Let’s deepen your understanding 
 



 

 

 
 After having gone through all the topics and activities in this material, you are now 
ready for this activity. This is for you to apply the knowledge, skills and attitudes you have 
acquired from this learning resource in planning for your own dance production considering 
the different elements, production team, repertoire, production design, and rehearsal 
schedule. 
 So, let’s get started! Select your team of 10-15 members and follow the directions 
below: 
 

1. Plan for your repertoire 
a. For Folk Dance: 

Your goal is to stage a beautiful folk dance production with 5 dances in any 

of the following suites: 

- Rural suite/countryside dances; 
- Muslim suite/ Lumad dances; 
- Maria Clara suite/Spanish-influenced dances; 
- Cordillera suite/dances of the highlands of Luzon 

 
b. For ballet: 

Your goal is to stage your own concept of presentation with at least 4 parts with 
the basic parts of a storyline (beginning, middle and end) 
 

2. Considering the elements of planning, discuss among your teammates the 
following: 
a. your goals and objectives; 
b. your planned courses of action; 
c. your resources; 
d. the implementation of your plan. 
(write down the minutes of your discussion) 
 

3. This time, delegate responsibilities. Who plays the role of each of the following 
members of the production team from among your groupmates? 
 

# Production Staff Groupmate to take charge of the role 

1 Production Manager  

2 Artistic Director  

3 Choreographer  

4 Composer  

5 Dance Master  

6 Costume Designer  

7 Lighting Designer  

8 Technical Director  

9 Set/Décor Designer  

10 Props Designer  

11 Stage Manager  

12 Assistant Stage Manager  

13 Front of House Manager  

14 Head Flyman  

15 Head of Properties  

16 Usher  

Activity 10: Culminating Activity 
 



 

 
4. Let’s see if you now know how to do the planning of repertoire and casting of 

performers/dancers. Meet with your group and decide about who, from among your 
classmates, should dance the dances you have agreed to stage. 

 

Repertoire of Dances (in 

order of staging) 

Cast of Dancers per Dance Propsmen (if needed) 

   

   

   

   

   

  

5. Time to plan for the production design or design aspects of the production!  
(use the following template in planning for the design aspects of your show) 
 

Folk Dance: 
Repertoire of 
Dances  
(in order of 
staging) 
 
Ballet: 
Parts of the 
whole dance 
presentation 
 
 

Cast of 
Dancers per 
Dance 

Costumes 
Needed 
(indicate the 
kind of 
costume, 3 
Cs, 3 Vs, and 
number of 
male and 
female 
costumes 
needed) 

Props and 
set props 
needed 
(indicate 
number of 
props 
needed in 
each dance, 
if props is 
needed) 

Accessories 
and head 
dress/head 
piece needed 
including 
footwear if 
needed in the 
dance 

Music (live 
or canned 
music; is 
the music 
available 
or not?) 

      

      

      

      

      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

17 Wardrobe/Costume 
Manager 

 

18 Wardrobe/Costume 
Assistant 

 

19 Wig, Headpiece/Headdress,  
Make-Up Supervisor 

 



 

6. Now that you have the dances, cast and design elements, it’s time for you to make a 
schedule of the practices, rehearsals considering the target date of mounting the show. 

 

Activity Date/Time Venue Persons 

Involved 

Target Output 

Practices 
- Day 1 
- Day 2 
- Day 3 
- Day 4 
- Day 5 

(indicate as many days 
as you deem necessary 
to master the repertoire of 
dances to be staged) 

    

Costume Preparation     

Props and Set Props 
Preparation 

    

Accessories, 
headdress/piece, 
footwear preparation 

    

Other Preparations 
(Coordinations on food, 
venue of rehearsals, 
venue of the show, 
transportation, etc.) 

    

Rehearsals 
- Dress and 

Technical 
Rehearsal 

- Preview or Critic 
Night 

- Final Technical 
Rehearsal 

    

Production Day     

 

Note: 

Prepare a powerpoint presentation of your output in this activity and share it to your teacher 

and the whole class. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Rubric for Assessment 

CRITERIA 4 3 2 1 

Completeness The plan has all 

the necessary 

required parts 

and details 

The plan 

lacks 1-2 

required 

parts and 

details 

The plan 

lacks 3-4 

required 

parts and 

details 

The plan 

lacks 5 and 

above 

number of 

required 

parts and 

details 

Presentation/Articulation The plan is 

comprehensively 

presented, and 

well-articulated 

to the whole 

team 

The plan is 

somewhat 

complete in 

terms of 

presentation 

and 

satisfactorily 

articulated to 

the team 

The plan is 

presented 

incompletely 

and difficulty 

in 

articulation 

to the team 

was 

observed 

The plan is 

poorly 

presented 

and was 

not 

properly 

and clearly  

articulated 

to the team  

Mountability The dance 

production plan 

exhibited high 

possibility of 

mountability 

The dance 

production 

plan 

exhibited 

moderate 

level of 

mountability 

The dance 

production 

plan 

exhibited low 

level of 

mountability 

The dance 

production 

is not 

mountable 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

To the Teacher: 

 This learning resource has provided substantial and relevant information for learners 

to master the most essential learning competencies indicated in the beginning of this material.  

Activities were given every after topic to make learners process and firm-up their 

understanding of the given lesson which is on understanding production planning and designs 

for folk dance and ballet productions. There were activities that are tailor-made and designed 

for learners to deepen their understanding of each specific topic. For them to be guided with 

the preparation of their answers and outputs, specific directions were enumerated including 

the reason why such activities were given to them. In other activities, rubrics for assessment 

were given to serve as their compass to help them arrive at a desired outcome or answer. 

Please find time to explain it clearly to them so as to help them achieve the set competencies 

for this lesson. 

 Furthermore, there were also activities given wherein they are made to access specific 

videos uploaded in youtube. In the event that they cannot access them, please provide other 

links for them to access that may also be relevant to the given activity. Or if you think that there 

are better videos that can be accessed via any social media platform, please do so. This allows 

flexibility of this material and freedom for you, the teacher, to provide relevant information to 

your learners. 

 

To the Learner: 

 This learning resource has provided substantial and relevant information for you to 

master the most essential learning competencies indicated in the beginning of this material.  

Activities were given every after topic to make you process and firm-up your understanding of 

the given lesson which is on understanding production planning and designs for folk dance 

and ballet productions. There were activities that are tailor-made and designed for you to 

deepen your understanding of each specific topic. For you to be guided with the preparation 

of your answers and required outputs, specific directions were enumerated including the 

reasons why such activities were given. In other activities, rubrics for assessment were given 

to serve as your compass to help you arrive at a desired outcome or answer.  

 Furthermore, there were also activities given wherein you are made to access specific 

videos uploaded in youtube. In the event that you feel free to approach your teacher and ask 

alternative links of videos accessible in any social media platform, your teacher might be able 

to replace them with other videos relevant to the same topic or activity. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

NOTES TO THE USER 



 

 

 

1. SANAYGURO Workshop Manual, 2014 National Training for SPA Teachers, UP Los 
Banos, Laguna, October, 25-28, 2014  

2. Lecture of Ramon A. Obusan, National Artist in Dance, 1988 National Folk Dance 

Workshop, Folk Arts Theater 

3. Lecture of Corazon Iñigo, 1988 National Folk Dance Workshop, Folk Arts Theater 

4. Lecture of Peter De Vera, Customized Diploma in Teaching Arts major in Dance, 

Cluster 2 (North-Luzon Cluster), 16-18, 2019, Philippine Normal University, North-

Luzon Campus Multi-Purpose Hall 

5. Isabela National High School Dance Troupe, City of Ilagan, Isabela 

6. Bambanti Festival 2012-2013 Workshops 

Province of Isabela Choreographers 

Speaker: Lordinio A. Vergara 

7. Bambanti Festival 2014-2015 Workshop 

Province of Isabela Choreographers 

Speaker: Douglas Nierras 

8. Bambanti Festival 2015-2016 Workshop 

Province of Isabela Choreographers 

Speaker: Nonoy Froilan, Ballet Philippines and Airdance Company 

 

 

Web-based Sources: 

 

Videos on youtube as resource materials: 

 

Folk Dance: 

 

https://youtu.be/m1tHJLETxfs; 

(PNU Kislap Sining Dance Troupe “Pagkawing”, Indak Plipinas 2019 DTR; 

 

https://youtu.be/Oamch-aUO7o 

(Ramon Obusan Folkloric Group “Solotan” (Maranao Suite), Pasinaya 2014); 

 

https://youtu.be/VtcXc2XVkfY 

(Bayanihan 60th Year Anniversary Celebration (DTR), October 15, 2017, CCP) 

 

https://youtu.be/NsBJzNQtXkY 

(2020 SEA Games Opening Ceremony Part 2, Dec. 1, 2019- Ramon Obusan Folkloric Group, 

CEU Folk Dance Troupe, Lahing Kayumanggi Dance Troupe, TUP Kalinangan Dance Troupe) 

 

https://youtu.be/CRQiZH4lbvU 

(2020 SEA Games Opening Ceremony Part 1, Nov. 30, 2019-Ramon Obusan Folkloric Group, 

CEU Folk Dance Troupe, Lahing Kayumanggi Dance Troupe, TUP Kalinangan Dance Troupe) 

 

https://youtu.be/wFyo9zjG-mE 

(Rural/Finale Suite (DTR) Bayanihan Alumni Association, October 15, 2017, CCP) 

 

https://yotu.be/DMdS_PUcyqo 
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(CEUFDT Indak Pilipinas 2019-Centro Escolar University Folk Dance Troupe) 

 

https://youtu.be/Ao4d-WWk16U 

(CIOFF Koronadal-Philippine Normal University-Kislap Sining Dance Troupe, Aug. 14, 2015) 

 

https://youtu.be/sGwZU5dpDV4 

(UP Filipiniana Dance Troupe – CIOFF Koronadal, Pyesta Kolon Datal, Aug. 22, 2015) 

 

https://youtu.be/NT3Fj_4z_yU 

(CIOFF Koronadal Pyesta Kolon Datal-Philippine Barangay Folk Dance Troupe, Aug. 16, 

2015) 

 

https://youtu.be/7d2LVHba_So 

Actual Production Day Performance 

SINGKIL-Bayanihan Alumni Association, October 15, 2017 

 

https://youtu.be/i5HCP_mDzeY 

DTR-Dress and Technical Rehearsal 

Muslim Suite (DTR)-Bayanihan Alumni Association, October 15, 2017 

 

Ballet/Contemporary Ballet: 

Philippine High School for the Arts (PHSA), Maquiling Ballet at Cultural Center of the 

Philippines 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6MhxXNm_oCY 

 

Center Stage 1 movie, The Way You Make Me Feel, Final Dance 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X3CwLBWJgaA 

 

Shirley Halili-Cruz School of Ballet at RCBZ Plaza, 2006 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bfRM70hu2n4 

 

Ballet Manila and Liza Macuja-Elizalde Ballet Camp performance, Feb. 12, 2019 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2EbNwLbcTEs 

 

Ballet Philippines: Swan Lake, May 17, 2017 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g6ksL-MDkjs 

 

Google images used: 

 

clipart of a lighted theater/stage 
https://www.pinterest.com.au/pin/708894797573164004/ 
 

clipart of bright idea 
http://clipart-library.com/clipart/809978.htm 

 

clipart of a happy clock 
https://www.dreamstime.com/royalty-free-stock-image-happy-clock-image21554246 

 

clipart of teamwork puzzle pieces 
http://clipart-library.com/images-for-teamwork.html 
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clipart of team members gearing toward a goal 
https://webstockreview.net/image/teamwork-clipart-efficient/3190186.html 

 

clipart of planning 
https://www.vecteezy.com/vector-art/679140-planning-on-a-calendar 

 

target/goal/bulls eye picture 
http://clipartandscrap.com/archery-clip-art_36135/ 

 

clipart of uncertainty 

https://www.canstockphoto.com/man-with-question-mark-19976210.html 

 

clipart of adaptability 
https://www.canstockphoto.com/illustration/adaptable.html 

 

image of economy  

https://www.vendhq.com/blog/cost-reduction-retail/ 

 

clipart of co-ordination 
https://epthinktank.eu/2014/11/05/the-open-method-of-coordination/ 

 

image of controlling in management 
https://www.toppr.com/guides/business-management-and-entrepreneurship/controlling/features-
and-importance-of-controlling/ 

 

clipart of outstanding performance  
http://clipart-library.com/clipart/1983592.htm 

 

Tinikling silhouette 
https://bustamante265034889.wordpress.com/2018/10/07/10-common-folk-dances-in-the-
philippines/ 

 

clipart of 4 competing arrow point at the bulls eye target 
https://www.dreamstime.com/royalty-free-stock-images-four-competing-arrows-point-bulls-eye-
target-image22540139 

 

clipart of leadership  
https://www.pinterest.ph/pin/517210338432767521/ 

 

clipart of implementation 
https://www.canstockphoto.com/idea-implementation-matrix-business-7444321.html 
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PRE-ASSESSMENT 

 

 This is an example of a Pre-Assessment activity that can be used to check for your prior 

knowledge about the given lesson. Follow the given directions in answering them. 

 

Multiple Choice: Read the following statements carefully.  Choose and encircle the letter 

of the best answer.  
 

1. Which of the following is essentially the process of deciding in advance what is to be 

done, and how it is to be done, and by whom? 
 

a. controlling 

b. mounting 

c. planning 

d. staging 

 

2. Why is planning important? 

a. it provides basis of decision 

b. it focuses attention on objectives 

c. it increases organizational effectiveness 

d. all of the above 

 

3. Through careful planning, specific roles are laid down for every member of the 

production team to perform. If these roles are played well, all efforts will definitely lead 

to the success of the whole production. Planning is important because: 

a. it secures economy 

b. it aids co-ordination 

c. it minimizes uncertainty and risk 

d. it helps in adapting with changes 

 

4. The following are elements of planning EXCEPT ONE: 

a. actions 

b. objectives 

c. production team 

d. resources 

 

5. Who among the following is the overall leader of a dance production? 

a. artistic director 

b. floor manager 

c. production manager 

d. stage manager 

 

6. They are the ones actually performing on a stage in a dance production. They may be 

members of a school-based or community-based dance troupes or professional dance 

companies.  

a. artistic director 

b. costume director  

c. dancers 

Appendices 



 

d. music director 

7. He is responsible in creating and setting original movements on the dancers based on 

the theme, image, story, piece of music or movement idea.  

a. artistic director 

b. choreographer 

c. costume director 

d. music director 
 

8. These are the set of dances to be performed on stage for a certain event or occasion. 

a. dances 

b. performances 

c. repertoire 

d. showcase 
 

9. Who among the following members of the production team is responsible in teaching 

and conducting practices and rehearsals of the dances to be performed in a show? 

a. artistic director 

b. choreographer 

c. dance master 

d. production manager 

 

10. The following are the roles of a stage manager EXCEPT ONE: 

a. he calls cues in the show 

b. he leads the entering audience to their seats 

c. he wears headset to be able to communicate with other members of the production 

team 

d. he makes sure that performers are on time and in proper places doing the 

choreographer’s directions 

 

11. Who is in charge of backdrops in a dance production? 

a. costumes designer 

b. propsman 

c. props designer 

d. set/décor designer 

 

12. To whom will the costume designer coordinate in terms of color, cut and cloth of 

dancers’ costumes so that ease of movement, appropriateness, cultural relevance and 

unity of color and design will be considered? 

a. choreographer 

b. production manager 

c. stage manager 

d. technical director 

 

13. If during the Dress and Technical Rehearsal, a dancer experienced a wardrobe 

malfunction, who should be responsible in fixing it and makes sure that it will not 

happen in the actual performance? 

a. costume manager 

b. costume assistant 

c. head of properties 

d. front of house manager 

 



 

14. To whom should the choreographer closely coordinate with matters concerning the 

whole production? 

a. costume designer 

b. music director/composer 

c. props designer 

d. all of the above 
 

15. The following dances can be choreographed EXCEPT ONE: 

a. ballet b. folk dance c. hip-hop d. modern dance 
 

16. Which of the following elements of space refer to the different lines and shapes formed 

by the dancers’ bodies while performing on the stage that may add to the beauty of the 

performance: 

a. balance 

b. direction 

c. floor pattern/design 

d. levels 
 

17. Movements may be executed in forward, backward, sideward or upward with reference 

to the frontal plane of the body. This element of space refers to: 

a. dimension 

b. direction 

c. focus 

d. mass and volume 
 

18. The following EXCEPT ONE should be considered when deciding for a repertoire in a 

dance production: 

a. dances should be arranged in a climactic order. 

b. it must be appropriate to the purpose of the event. 

c. it must be made as productive, educational, informative, entertaining as possible. 

d. none of the above 

 

19. Which of the following is NOT TRUE? 

a. practice and rehearsal are the same 

b. practice ensures a quality rehearsal 

c. practice and rehearsal both contribute to the success of the whole dance production 

d. practices are done for a single dance in a room while rehearsal is for the whole 

production in the intended stage for the show 

 

20. Which of the following is TRUE about Dress and Technical Rehearsals (DTR)? 

a. This rehearsal makes sure that the whole show is ready with all the aspects of the 

production. 

b. During DTR, critics are invited to critique or make necessary and helpful feedbacks 

for the show. 

c. This rehearsal makes sure that power supply is enough throughout the show and 

that generator sets are prepared to serve as back-up. 

d. DTRs are done with all the technical aspects of the show minus the performers to 

make sure all technical aspects of the show are ready and good to go. 
 

 



 

 

 

 

Pre-assessment: 

 

1. c 

2. d 

3. b 

4. c 

5. c 

6. c 

7. b 

8. c 

9. c 

10. b 

11. d 

12. a 

13. a 

14. d 

15. b 

16. c 

17. b 

18. d 

19. a 

20. a 
 

Activity 1: Explaining them in my own words 

(Answers may vary) 

 

Activity 2: How will I use these elements in my planning? 

(Answers may vary) 

 

Activity 3: My Explanation of the Production Staff Organizational Chart 

(Answers may vary) 

 

Rubric for Assessment: 

 

 1-5 6-10 11-15 

Content/Relevance Ideas and concepts 

presented are 

limited  and 

irrelevant to dance 

production 

planning. 

Ideas and concepts 

presented are just 

enough and 

somewhat relevant 

to dance production 

planning. 

Ideas and concepts 

presented are 

comprehensive and 

relevant to dance 

production planning. 

Creativity 

/Originality 

Ideas and concepts 

presented are not 

original, not 

Ideas and concepts 

presented are 

partially original, 

Ideas and concepts 

presented are 

original, creative and 

Answer Key 
 



 

creative and are just 

copied from the 

web. 

somewhat creative 

and are not quite of 

fresh point of view. 

are of fresh point of 

view. 

Presentation Presentation of 

ideas and concepts 

is with many 

grammar, usage and 

other language-

related errors. 

Presentation of ideas 

and concepts is with 

minimal grammar, 

usage and other 

language-related 

errors. 

Presentation of ideas 

and concepts is 

correct, logical and is 

free from grammar, 

usage and other 

language-related 

errors. 

 

Activity 4: I Know My Team  

 

1. j 

2. i 

3. h 

4. g 

5. f 

6. e 

7. d 

8. c 

9. b 

10. a 

11. s 

12. l 
13. m 

14. q 

15. r 
16. p 

17. n 

18. o 

19. k 

 

Activity 5: Give Me 3 

 

# Production Staff Role/s and/or Duties (Answers may vary) 

1 Production Manager  Oversees whole production 

 Schedules the production 

 Coordinates with other staff 
2 Artistic Director/ 

Stage Director 

 Directs dance productions 

 Hires/selects dancers and choreographer/s, 
designers 

 Plans for the whole organization 
3 Choreographer  Creates and improvises movement combinations 

 Creates a whole dance 



 

 Coordinates with music director/composer with 
the kind of music to be used that matches the 

dance created 
4 Composer  Composes music 

 Sees to it that music matches the dance created 

 Closely coordinates with choreographer 
5 Dance Master  Teaches dances 

 Conducts warm-ups 

 Directs rehearsals 
6 Costume Designer  Designs costumes 

 Coordinates with choreographer 

 Makes sure costumes are relevant to the 
production 

7 Lighting Designer  Creates lighting states that complement 

movements of dancers 

 Cues lighting by plotting them in a diagram 

 Programs lighting states 

 Coordinates with choreographer 
8 Technical Director  Oversees technical aspects 

 Writes technical rider 

 Coordinates with production manager and 
artistic director and or choreographer 

9 Set/Décor Designer  Researches relevant stage designs 

 Makes sure stage is relevant to the theme of the 
event or production 

 Works closely with choreographer 
10 Props Designer  Designs props 

 Researches on relevance of props to the 

production 

 Works closely with choreographer 
11 Stage Manager  Call cues in the show 

 Communicates with staff whole run the whole 
show 

 Makes sure everyone is in cue 
12 Assistant Stage Manager  Assists the stage manager 

 Cues performers 

 Makes sure props and set are in cue 
13 Front of House Manager  Coordinates the “front house of the show 

 Manages ushers 

 Coordinates start of show to stage manager 
14 Head Flyman  Rigs lights 

 Flies lights, props, sceneries 

 Keeps performers safe  
15 Head of Properties  Supervises all sets and props in the show 

 Repairs damaged set/props ready for use 

 Safe keeps all set and props ready for the next 
show 



 

 

Activity 6:  Evaluating Dance Productions (In terms of repertoire) 

(Answers may vary) 

 

Considering the following criteria: 

 Choice of dances; 

 how the dances were grouped; 

 how unique are the dances; 

 sequence of the dances (climactic order); 

 how the elements of space were incorporated in the dances; 

 the skills of the dancers. 
 

Activity 7:  Evaluating Dance Productions (In terms of Production Design) 

(Answers may vary) 

 

Considering the following criteria: 

 Cultural appropriateness of the cut of the costumes; 

 Unity of color in the costumes used; 

 Authenticity of the accessories, head piece/ head dress, foot wear used by the 

dancers; 

 Relevance of the props and set props used (digital backdrop in case there is any 
provided in the production); 

 Were the costumes, props, accessories, footwear used properly; and 

 Originality and authenticity of the music used. 

 

Activity 8: Spot the similarities and differences 

(Answers may vary) 

 

Activity 9: Let’s deepen your understanding 

(Answers may vary) 

16 Usher  Takes tickets of audience upon entrance to the 
house/theater 

 Seats audience members 

 Monitors audience behaviors 
17 Wardrobe/ 

Costume Manager 

 Supervises all costumes, shoes, hats and 
headdresses 

 Makes sure that costumes are available for use 

 Keeps a catalogue of costumes for easy access 
18 Wardrobe/ 

Costume Assistant 

 Assists the wardrobe manager 

 Works backstage during the show 

 Repairs or alters costumes is needed 
19 Wig, Headpiece/ 

Headdress,  

Make-Up Supervisor 

 Supervises wigs, headpieces/headdresses, make-
ups 

 Advices performers on how to use wigs, 
headpieces/headdresses and make-ups 

 Advices performers how to remove properly 

their  wigs, headpieces/headdresses and make-

ups 



 

Activity 10: Culminating Activity 

(Answers may vary) 

 
Rubric for Assessment 

CRITERIA 4 3 2 1 

Completeness The plan has all 

the necessary 

required parts 

and details 

The plan 

lacks 1-2 

required 

parts and 

details 

The plan 

lacks 3-4 

required 

parts and 

details 

The plan 

lacks 5 and 

above 

number of 

required 

parts and 

details 

Presentation/Articulation The plan is 

comprehensively 

presented, and 

well-articulated 

to the whole 

team 

The plan is 

somewhat 

complete in 

terms of 

presentation 

and 

satisfactorily 

articulated to 

the team 

The plan is 

presented 

incompletely 

and difficulty 

in 

articulation 

to the team 

was 

observed 

The plan is 

poorly 

presented 

and was 

not 

properly 

and clearly  

articulated 

to the team  

Mountability The dance 

production plan 

exhibited high 

possibility of 

mountability 

The dance 

production 

plan 

exhibited 

moderate 

level of 

mountability 

The dance 

production 

plan 

exhibited low 

level of 

mountability 

The dance 

production 

is not 

mountable 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 


